
 

 

We Focused on Making 
Each Little Detail Perfect 
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Find Assets That 
You Never Know You Had 

Our Service 

At myAsset, we offer premier asset auditing, management, and post-consultation planning in a 
manner that is approachable, relatable, and reasonable. Our mission is to make your short 
and long term goals clear to you and your entire organisation in a way that illuminates the next 
steps while unveiling hidden or overlooked resources within your current asset pool. 

This is done by introducing and implementing myAsset top tier Asset Management Software; 
singular in its efficacy and capability of access even from remote sites. In short, we show you 
what you might have missed, illustrate how to not miss it in the future, and use our expertise 
to describe new and fuller ways in which to use these same resources. 

It begins with planning and ends with holdover information (such as reports and 
recommendations) that is actionable long after the central portion of auditing has occurred. It 
also means that we invest in your understanding of myAsset and how taking a panoramic view 
of your various operational sites can be critical to your day-to-day success. 

Centralising data plays a large role in “the Enterprise difference”. We know that not every 
business has the reach, structure, software, or space to keep a full, panoramic of their assets. 
As a team dedicated to just that; our point people can use the tested and proven protocols of 
myAsset Asset Management Software to ensure just that: a spectral view of your assets as 
you and we understand them and based on a working knowledge of your long and short term 
goals. 

What does this look like in real time? On site asset verifications, a sophisticated and high-tech 
tagging system. Inventory like you've never experienced it. Software that compiles marks and 
prioritises items. A ground team keeps you and your workspace feeling confident and secure 
every step of the way. And of course; the central nervous system that is Enterprise 
Headquarter. 

We use the department structures that already help your company run smoothly and provide 
you with tiered user access to allow the right people access to the right components of your 
overall asset management structure. With more control in your hands; we are able to then 
take the reins ourselves, always with the goal of a deeper understanding of your own assets; 
including assets that you may have missed or discounted when they can actually be of great 
value. 

Post-audit management is important. At enterprise, we value “tableside manner” and believe 
that making a genuine professional connection is most conducive to a lasting structure for 
asset auditing, regulation, use, and continued management. 
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Planning and Consultation 

We help companies to plan out the entire asset tracking process, analysis its cost and 
benefits, and recommend the most efficient and cost effective way to keep track of all the 
assets. 

Asset management is a route best travelled with a guide – and a mixture of both proven 
methods and conscious innovation are the marks of a comprehensive approach. During the 
process, one of the most valuable resources that an individual or corporation can hope for is a 
clear and measured approach to asset tracking. Therefore, we at myAsset make it a point to 
provide as much clarity as we can during the all-important planning phase of approaching 
asset management. 

It begins with running the numbers. During our planning and consultation service period; we 
begin with expert guidance; relaying a world of experience bolstering our decisions and 
recommendation; our team will guide you through an analysis of the full costs and benefits 
involved in our potential plan for your business. 

In short; we explain in real and tangible terms why you can be secure in our handling of your 
assets. Once this is established, we can begin innovative thinking, laying out your options and 
acting as a more generalise resource point. And as always, we're looking to identify and 
describe the most efficient and cost effective way to track your assets during the process of 
fixed asset management. 

So if you have ever wondered about: 

- What fixed asset management looks like – from step one (asset creation) to the 
separation of appreciating and depreciating assets. 

- How outsourcing the management of these can create leverage and new options for 
you and your business. 

- How workflow and human resources can be affected by a proper assessment of 
each asset's growth, change, and expansion – a whole “lifelong” approach to asset 
management.…then we recommend that you sit down with the experts here at 
myAsset for a planning and consultation session that could potentially not only give 
form and shape to your asset management but also act as a first step towards 
broader goals and returns. 
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Pre/Post Implementation 

Our system consultants can migrate all databases in their current form to myAsset Asset 
Management Software so you will be spared the tedious work of data entry and checking. We 
will tag all the assets with customised barcode label and counter-check them with the asset 
lists. After the system has been setup, you will receive an updated and detailed report of your 
company’s assets situation. 

At myAsset, we offer premier asset auditing, training and management, and more all via a 
known and proven service record which emphasizes our “tableside manner” as well as our 
targeted, technical expertise. But this is a complex menu of new protocol and it can be difficult 
to grasp what the process looks like in real time; which is why we provide sterling pre and post 
service around the actual implementation of our primary collaborative system: myAsset Asset 
Management Software. 

To begin with, when we launch myAsset Asset Management Software within your company, 
our first goal is the smooth and simple migration of key asset information into myAsset Asset 
Management Software. During this process which occurs before our initial training sessions, 
our system consultants migrate all relevant databases in their current form to myAsset Asset 
Management Software. This spares you time and resources as we implement myAsset 
without a hitch. This means that the tedious work of data entry and checking is also off of the 
table. This is completed with the tagging of assets with a customised set of barcode labels – a 
signature process that marks our organised and methodical approach to your assets' labelling. 

Finally we counter-check our lists with your data and implement the overall system. Once 
myAsset Asset Management Software is in place; our post implementation work begins. 

- Put simply: we provide detailed, targeted reports of your company's asset situation. 
Based on our own lists matched against yours, you will have a clearer 
understanding of our recommendations and be ensured guidance every step of the 
way. 
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Training and Maintenance 

Training 

Our protocol for beginning assessments is based on a proven initial setup process that 
includes direct training. MyAsset Asset Management Software is an intuitive and inviting 
program, but we nonetheless work side-by-side with clients during a training period designed 
to ensure that the maximum benefits are accessed in the shortest possible time. Proper 
training means that we ground and assist our clients; clearing up any ambiguity in the process 
and laying the ground work for the further development of this and any other project. 

Maintenance 

Our maintenance package covers free software updates throughout the year, as well as 
notification of the latest developments and innovative products. We provide full telephone, 
email, fax and on-site support. Working both on mobile and directly; we make ourselves 
available so that clients have a consistent, dependable resource. Our maintenance team are 
trained and offer expertise designed to both inspire more conversation and clear up questions 
that may arise during that time. 

During training and maintenance, our full support is our goal for you; and myAsset is always 
ready to take thing to step one and ensure proper alignment before making the next move. 
Trust is built on patters of proven behaviour. Let myAsset be your one stop resource from the 
first handshake to the final signature. We'll keep things clear, consistent, and quantifiable: 
you'll never now know the numbers or where you stand. 
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Fixed Asset Audit 

We help companies conduct periodic stock-taking and audits. The standard process of 
auditing fixed assets includes asset clarification tests (to make sure that your assets are 
classified properly), account transaction validations (to make sure that all transactions were 
properly authorized), asset valuation tests (to determine how much depreciation has affected 
your asset and to assess its salvage value if applicable), and other tests that may include a 
closer look at deeds and titles to reconfirm ownership of certain assets. 

These audits insure the integrity of your financial statements and can save you a lot of 
headaches down the road. Our team of specially trained personnel will go on site to find, 
check and audit all your company assets. You will be kept updated with any immediately 
obvious discrepancies or irregularities. We do this partly to make sure that all listed 
transactions are valid and that your assets are where they are supposed to be. 

We will provide asset reports and reconcile all the physical assets with the asset register. Be 
pleasantly surprised when we find valuable assets that you never knew you had and discover 
others that had been presumed lost. The thoroughness and accuracy of our audits reflect our 
core values and promise to clients of integrity and quality. 
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